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Dr. Andreas Sauer, Principal

For the past 25 years, Andreas has been dedicated to studying and developing quantitative asset manage-
ment methods and implementing them effectively on behalf of institutional investors. In 1999, Andreas beca-
me one of the founders and partners of today‘s Quoniam Asset Management. Over the following 13 years, 
as CEO and CIO, he turned the company into Germany‘s most successful investment boutique. When he 
left in December 2012, the company had 18 billion euros in assets under management for global institutional 
investors. All global equities, bonds and asset allocation mandates were managed using proprietary quanti-
tative strategies. Since founding ansa capital management in January 2014, Andreas has used his extensive 
experience and expertise to develop a new investment strategy.

Dr. Nils Unger, Partner

Nils has focused on quantitative investment strategies in international capital markets for the past ten years. 
After graduating in business mathematics from Cologne, he completed a PhD at the Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology (KIT). As postgraduate, he did research in portfolio and risk management, and multi asset risk 
premia strategies. Nils went on to join the commodities trading department of Goldman Sachs in London.

Dr. Daniel Linzmeier, Partner

Daniel has worked for over a decade in the quantitative analysis of securities and portfolio construction 
methods. After graduating in business mathematics in Trier, he completed a PhD in the Empirical Capi-
tal Market Research section of the WHU School of Management in Vallendar. Prior to joining ansa capital 
management, Daniel worked for DZ PRIVATBANK in Luxembourg and at Quoniam Asset Management. 
As Senior Portfolio Manager in Quoniam‘s Equities & Asset Allocation section, Daniel was responsible for 
institutional client mandates worth approximately 2 billion euros.

people

ansa capital management is an independent, owner-managed and self-invested investment boutique.

We actively manage a single global multi-asset fund using quantitative methods. We employ a total return strategy in which we 
manage the performance and risk of a portfolio independently of any benchmark. Our actions are underpinned by a solid foun-
dation: We have more than 20 years of expertise and experience in the application of quantitative methods, in addition to esta-
blishing and managing one of Germany‘s most successful global investment boutiques. We are driven by the conviction that the 
performance of asset classes cannot escape economic reality in the long term. This is why we study the cause and effect rela-
tionships between macroeconomic factors and the capital markets, and derive our investment decisions from this analysis. We 
call this approach „Macro Sensitive Investing“. 

It ensures that our asset allocation reflects the essence of economic reality at all times.
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investment process

Macro Sensitive Investing (MSI)

Our asset and risk allocation is continuously adjusted to reflect 
the economic realities in leading global economic regions. We 
call this approach Macro Sensitive Investing (MSI). The invest-
ment process is based on our firm conviction about an identifi-
able causal relationship between economic realities and the ca-
pital markets. We study the cause and effect relationships using 
our proprietary MSI research methods.

ansa MSI-Indices

We select relevant country-specific data about the real economy 
and monetary conditions in leading global economic regions. 
We then standardise and compile the individual market data to 
form two exclusive ansa MSI indices. The ansa Composite Eco-
nomic Index (aCEI) reflects the current situation in the real eco-
nomy, while the ansa Composite Monetary Index (aCMI) shows 
the monetary situation in an economic region. Using the indices, 
we define economic regimes in which asset classes have de-
monstrated recurring performance and risk characteristics in 
the past. We use symbols for the four seasons to represent the 
real economic conditions in a region.

Total return strategies are dependent on effective and active 
risk management.

The Fund‘s current target risk and the risk contributions from 
individual asset classes are determined by historical analyses 
based on the current real economic and monetary regimes. The 
right risk allocation determines the optimal asset allocation, not 
the other way around. The portfolio‘s risk allocation is therefo-
re optimised at all times for global economic realities. We use 
liquid futures contracts for implementation.
 

MSI provides market-relevant knowledge and insights

The advantages of our scientific MSI methodology are obvious. 
It guarantees the requisite objectivity and discipline throughout 
the entire investment process, clear causality in the decision-ma-
king process, and better risk management. 

Macro Sensitive Investing enables us to provide new, objective 
market-relevant knowledge and insights. Thereby our invest-
ment process is fully transparent at all times. We make the time 
to engage in dialogue with our investors and see ourselves as 
personal contact partners and advisors.
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